Before Your New Window Film Is Installed
Reviewing the following items will help minimize disruptions and streamline
the installation of your new solar window film.

Clear Window Space
Remove all items such as plants, frames, and miscellaneous items from the
windowsills and surrounding areas. Please position window treatments to
allow for easy access to the windows.

Furniture
Remove and/or rearrange any furniture that may hinder the installer’s access
to the windows. Please discuss movement of heavy furniture with property
manager.

Airborne Contamination
To minimize airborne contamination during the installation, close all air
conditioning and heating vents in the vicinity of the windows scheduled for film
installation. This will reduce the amount of dust and lint in the air. It is also wise to
clean floors and vacuum carpeting a day before the film installation begins.

After Your Film Is Installed
Film Dry-Out Time
During the installation process the installer will remove as much of the
mounting solution as possible, although a small amount will remain. Trapped
installation moisture may require a dry-out time. Cold or non-sunny weather
conditions can lengthen the dry-out time, while warm weather and direct
sunlight exposure will shorten dry-out time. Small water beads and a slightly
cloudy look may appear during the dry-out time. If slow drying time does
occur, do not become alarmed. The film will dry out completely. Do not
attempt to pierce a water bubble in an effort to drain moisture – it will
damage your film and is not covered by the warranty.

Cleaning
Do not clean the film for 30 days after installation. This will help secure
proper curing of the special mounting adhesive to the glass. Plus the installer
has just cleaned your windows, so you won’t need to!

Cleaning Instruction After 30 Days
•
•
•
•

Always use clean, soft materials to wash and dry your window film
surfaces
Most glass cleaners will work well, although a good cleaning solution
for window film is ½ oz of liquid dish soap added to a quart of fresh
water.
Soft cloths or synthetic sponges are recommended for cleaning
followed by a soft cloth or rubber squeegee for drying.
Do not use any bristles, abrasive scrub, coarse materials, or cleaning
materials that may have been contaminated with dirt particles.

